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DEAR
PARENTS

Hello and thank you for inquiring about my maternity & newborn packages.  
Capturing these moments are extremely special for me.  New life, new moments.

This document contains all the information that you need, but should you 
have any more questions please do not hesitate to e-mail them to me.

Kindest regards

Barbara
{OWNER & PHOTOGRAPHER}
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THE
COMPLETE
PACKAGE

MATERNITY
SHOOT

 

 

NEWBORN
SHOOT

 

 

 

As I am a natural light photographer, this shoot is done outside in nature.
I find a location and provide the time and advise about what to bring and tips 
on what to wear etc

PRICE
R1 600-00 for 60 edited high resolution pictures
4 x Printed Jumbo pictures
Shoot takes 1-2 hours

A newborn shoot is done inside. I can come and do this shoot at your house in 
your baby’s room. I only use natural light entering the room as this light is
much softer and prettier than using studio lights.

My newborn shoot style is spontaneous, meaning I take pictures of your precious
newborn in the most natural and unposed way possible. When I see a moment
like a stretch, a yawn or a stare I capture it. I also incorporate family and sibling
shots in this shoot.

PRICE
R1 600-00 for 60 edited high resolution pictures
4 x Printed Jumbo pictures
Shoot takes 1-2 hours

Should you book both of the above shoots with me, I automatically give you an 
awesome discount. Instead of paying R3 200-00, you will only pay R2 900-00 for 
both shoots.

HOW DO YOU GET YOUR PICTURES?
 
You receive the edited pictures on a DVD CD in high resolution format.
Jumbo prints that you receive are chosen by me.
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TRAVELLING COSTS

As I am situated in Paarl, there are no travelling costs if the shoots is done in 
Paarl or Within a 30km radius of Paarl.  After 30km, a rate of R3,50 per km will 
be charged.

IMPORTANT
INFORMATION

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Vivente Photography has full ownership on all pictures taken.

Some pictures will be used as part of my portfolio, and might be used on 

platforms such as website, blog and Facebook page. 

This will be done with discretion. 

Quotes older than 1 month are subject to change.

“Vivente Photography & Events”

barbara@viventephotography.co.za

072 386 4450


